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Celtics fade late again in defeat 

By Mark Murphy 

Their blown lead du jour was 18 points, though the Celtics had to strain to remember something that 

good, coming as it did in the second quarter. 

But by the fourth quarter of the Celtics’ 92-91 loss to Atlanta yesterday, it was clear who wasn’t barring 

the Hawks from the door. 

Jeff Green, Brandon Bass and Jared Sullinger didn’t play a second beyond the first seven minutes of the 

third quarter. Sullinger tweaked his sore left hand in the first half, though coach Brad Stevens made it 

clear that’s not the reason his best player wasn’t in the game. 

The threesome had an average efficiency rating of minus-17. Green, after having what appeared to be a 

minor argument with Bass on the bench in the third, stood watching the game from the far end. 

Neither player was available for comment later. But their reluctance was understandable, considering 

the way the replacement frontcourt of Kris Humphries (18 points, 10 rebounds, plus-19), Kelly Olynyk 

(career-high 21 points, five assists, four rebounds, plus-16), and Gerald Wallace (plus-19) nearly salvaged 

this one. 

The result was an interesting memo from Stevens to his team: Starting jobs don’t matter late in a tight 

game. 

“I think it was pretty obvious that today the guys that were playing at the end were the guys that played 

well today,” Stevens said. “So, you know, (it’s) hard to take out a guy like Hump, who’s got 18 and 10 at 

that time, and Kelly, who’s got his best game as a pro going. So, you stick with them.” 

Unfortunately for Stevens, three closing misses by Jordan Crawford (eight points, 3-for-15, minus-16) — 

each with the Celtics trailing by the final score — capped off an unappetizing finish. 

The Hawks, led by Paul Millsap’s 34-point, 15-rebound double-double, eliminated a nine-point Celtics 

lead with a 10-0 run midway through the fourth quarter. 

Mike Scott’s drive with 3:03 left capped the run, giving Atlanta an 86-85 lead, and triggered a seven-

possession sequence where the lead changed hands that many times. 

Courtney Lee, Humphries and Crawford, all with jumpers, briefly pushed the Celtics ahead, only for 

Atlanta’s Jeff Teague to hit two free throws with 1:30 left. 

The teams combined for seven misses the rest of the way, including five from the Celtics — the last 

three from Crawford. 

Though Humphries and Olynyk provided big rebounds during that stretch, and though Crawford 

received an open look at the basket on each shot, earlier mistakes finally caught up with the Celtics. 

The last shot came following a Celtics timeout with 4.2 seconds left. Crawford, isolated with the ball, 

dribbled to the right elbow and missed. 

Bradley, whose performance (eight points, 2-for-10, minus-17) fell in line with the rest of the starters, 

was at least grateful for the chance to make restitution. 

“Well, first of all we made a great hustle play,” Bradley said. “JC (Crawford) and myself in that game, we 

showed how we wanted to fight and win, ‘cause we didn’t play very well the whole game. We had a 

chance to win it and we just weren’t able to make shots towards the end of the game, (or) throughout 

the whole game. But when it came down to it, we weren’t able to make the main shots.” 

Ultimately, though, an escape was probably undeserved. The result was a now-familiar theme from 

Stevens. 

“Obviously, we had a nice lead in the second quarter,” he said. “But I thought (Atlanta’s) starting lineup 

really had a great game. And I thought our bench played as well as they could, or at least played very 



well, and at the end of the day we just strung together that one run. And then we strung together 

another run in the late third/early fourth that was very good. But two runs in a 48-minute game is not 

enough. We’ve got to play consistent for 48 minutes.” 

 


